
→The CIC is a flip-chip bump-bonded design but for testability reasons the first prototypes have been
fabricated in a wire-bond process: standalone tests were performed on chips previously wire bonded
on passive carrier boards and protected through a resin dam+fill (CIC1) or by a cover (CIC2). All CIC
versions are pin-compatible.

→ In the Phase II upgrade, the CMS experiment needs a completely new silicon
outer tracker (OT) detector populated with chips that will be exposed to high pile-
up conditions, provided by the High-Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC). Two different types
of detectors modules will be used: PS (pixels-strips) and 2S (strips-strips).

→ The two modules readout chains differ with respect to their Front End (FE)
ASICs and the data formats used, but a unique “concentrator” CIC ASIC will be
used to perform readout data aggregation and sparsification.

→ The first silicon version of the CIC architecture (CIC1) has been succesfully
tested with a stand-alone testbench using synthetic data emulating both flavours
of modules, but also in the complete FE chain of the 2S module [1] .

→We present here the results obtained with the second version of the chip: CIC2.

→ A final CIC version was developed in 2021 in order to address remaining CIC2 features:

→ Minor bug fixes (model, triplication,..)
→ Better repartition of the output registers in order to avoid potential IR drop issues observed on CIC2 at low core
voltage (<0.95V)

→ CIC2.1 is an improved version of CIC2, but both chips will fulfill CMS OT requirements.

→ Both versions will be produced during the final run. CIC2.1 as the default item, CIC2 as a backup
solution.
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VDD IR drop

CIC role in the FE chain:

→ CIC collects the digital data coming from 8 upstream Front-End chips and formats its inputs in
data packets containing the trigger information collected during 8 bunch crossings (BX) and the
raw data from events passing the first trigger level. Then it transmits formatted data to the lpGBT
chip. By grouping data over time and space, CIC provides to the readout chain an extra factor 10
of data compression.

Requirements:

→ CIC ASIC is implemented in a 65nm CMOS technology.
→ Inputs are received from 48 differential bitlines at 320 Mbps: two data formats can be 
configured depending if in MPA or CBC mode.
→ Output data packets are sent through 7 differential bitlines at 320 Mbps or 640 Mbps using one 
single output data format.
→ The chip core can work at two different core voltages: either at 1.0 V (PS) or 1.2 V (2S). 
Periphery at 1.2V in both cases.
→ OT handle two data streams which are generated in the FE-Hybrid and processed by the CIC:

○ L1 path: stream of frames responding to the asynchronous L1-accept trigger signal. Each frame
aggregates the hit cluster data received from all FE chips. CIC treats raw tracker data produced @750
kHz max. (sparsification in the case of CBC, storage in FIFOs, output frame creation). This data payload
is sent on request each time an L1-accept signal is received.

○ TRIGGER path: sequential stream of 8 BX long blocks. Each block contains the Trigger data aggregated
from the 8 FE chips associated to one CIC. It treats the data payload produced @40MHz
(deserialization, word alignment, stub selection and output frame creation). This is the information
necessary to the L1 track trigger.

Status:
→ First version (CIC1) succesfully tested in 2019 [1]. This was a non radiation tolerant prototype,
with no power budget optimization. Pre-production version including those features, CIC2, was
developed in 2019 and test in 2020.
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→ Triple Module Redundancy (TMR) technique was included in CIC2. The control logic,
including the clock and the configuration logic have been fully triplicated, while data path is left
untriplicated due to the power budget constraints. Radiation hardness properties were tested
in two cases :

→ Single event effects (SEE) tests on Louvain heavy ion beamline (HIF).
→ High dose irradiation (TID) tests on CERN g-ray facility. 

CIC2 SEE test setup

CIC2 SEE tests:

Setup
Test system is based on the standalone setup, with the following
modifications
✓ Mechanical adaptation to work under vacuum
✓Firmware adaptation to run in continuous mode over long periods

Results

✓ No major effect was observed, in particular no hard errors
damaging the chip functionality or requiring an hard reset.
✓ SEU cross sections were measured for both data paths and
upset rates were extracted (based on method from [2])
✓ Upset rate probabilities for simple errors (tables below) are low
in both paths. Rates for more complex (multi-bits) errors are at
least an order of magnitude lower.
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2. CIC in a nutshell

CIC block diagram 
including I/Os and 
clock properties

3. CIC2 standalone test results

The stand-alone setup system:

The same system is used for all CIC versions. It is based on 3 boards:

→ Passive CIC carrier board (custom)
→ Interface board (custom): used for sLVS signals conversion, power
regulation, input delay lines
→ Control board (Xilinx KCU105): the testbench firmware is based on the
standalone model/netlist verification testbench (the same system can be
used to test RTL code, netlist and physical chip).

The test software is the same than the one used for the development. Main
procedure is the following:

1/ Input data streams (FE ASICs outputs) are emulated via CMS Monte-Carlo
simulations. Expected outputs, based on model, are produced in parallel;
2/ Input streams stored into the KCU105 RAM are sent to the CIC (can handle
millions of consecutives BXs);
3/ The CIC output packets are recorded into the RAM and checked against
the expected values by a software procedure (coded in Python).

Main results:

→ Following CIC2 functionalities have been successfully tested under
nominal conditions:

✓ start up sequence (hard reset deassertion) and I2C configuration;
✓ input phase alignment: bit-level data alignment with the internal clock
(320 MHz);
✓ word alignment with the 40 MHz internal clock;
✓ Bunch Crossing BX0 alignment;
✓ 4 data output transmission modes: L1 and Trigger data for PS and 2S
respectively;
✓ 2 output frequencies (320 and 640 MHz)
✓ robustness to corrupted input data (L1 path).

→ Power measurements:

✓ Results at nominal voltages in the worst case (phase alignment), and in
standard working mode (data sending) for very high data throughput
(>>HL-LHC conditions)
✓ Significant reduction of the power consumption wrt CIC1
✓ CIC2 power well within the allowed budget

→ Thermal scan:

✓ CIC2 succesfully tested between -30°C and +45°C

CIC2 power measurements

4. CIC2 radiation hardness assessment

CIC2 TID tests:

Setup

✓ The maximum absorbed dose expected during the full HL-LHC campaign (3000fb-1)  is estimated to 10Mrad for 2S 
modules and 60Mrad for PS modules. 
✓ Two CIC2s were irradiated up to ~200 Mrad during 24 hours. Temperature was not monitored.
✓ Standalone test system used to monitor potential issues

Results

✓ Start-up sequence and data integrity were validated up to 200Mrad at 1.2V and 150Mrad at 1V:
○ locking of phase alignment on all data lines;
○ locking of word alignment on all stub lines;
○ integrity of stub/L1 data: no errors seen in the data due to irradiation;
○ Issues with some output lines at 1V after 150Mrad (>2x max HL-LHC est. dose)

Output line delay variation wrt total dose (1.2V)
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Output line delay variation wrt total dose (1.0V)
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5. From CIC2 to CIC2.1

6. CIC2.1 status
Additional information

→ All the modifications have been implemented and validated. In particular the routing
was significantly revisited in order to mitigate IR drop impact (output registers
relocation).

→ CIC2.1 design has been submitted for pre-production in September 2021
(engineering run).

→ Characterization tests will be conducted during Q1 2022, final production of 60000 
chips in 2022 (30000 CIC2 and 30000 CIC2.1)

CIC2 dynamic IR drop simulation (VDD+VSS)
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